
Editor’s Note: This story takes place during the same time period as the events of the Fifth Fleet adventures  

“Zero Hour” and “Deadly Ambitions.” 

 

Stardate 64542.0 

1400 Hours 

 

 Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh was staring out the windows of her office above Operations on Starbase 719.  It 

was the same view that she had faced day in and day out for the past year and a half.  It was amazing to look at, and 

it did help her think.  She enjoyed watching various ships arrive at and depart from the base from time to time.  But 

at the moment it was the serene inky blackness of space.  Since the middle of 2385, two years earlier, life has been 

interesting here in the Typhon Sector.  Being surrounded by family helped; especially here on the fringe of the 

Federation frontier.  In the time since she had assumed command of the station she had faced her share of both joy 

and sorrow.  Part of that sorrow included, in the first weeks of the mission of the Fifth Fleet, the Triton running into 

the Kairn and suffered devastating losses to personnel, including the loss of both their captain and first officer. 

 The Triton’s new Commanding Officer, Captain Amanda Tomkins, had the task of taking over and training 

new replacements on the fly and had been doing an admirable job.  It reminded Raiajh of her own time as captain of 

the Besiege, when she had faced a similar task.  The biggest difference was that Raiajh had actual officers; Tomkins 

was given a group of ‘wet behind the ears’ cadets who were just shy of graduating Starfleet Academy.  In the nearly 

eighteen months since that incident had occurred, Tomkins has done an exceptional job in turning them into top-

caliber officers. 

 Raiajh also had her share of personal joys and sorrows.  First she had gotten to meet and get to know her 

only living parent.  It did surprise her to find out he was someone she had previously met; a professor whose classes 

she had attended at the Vulcan Science Academy.  Then, she and her husband lost their six-year-old daughter Elayne 

in a freak holodeck accident just a few months later.  The accident and the stresses that followed nearly drove Raiajh 

and her husband of almost twenty years, Dr. Sylvan Xaran, apart. 

 2387 was shaping up to be another interesting year for her and her husband personally.  In the midst of 

healing from Elayne’s death, Raiajh found out they were expecting another son, who was born aboard the starbase 

on stardate 64262.9.  She was now finding that juggling both running the starbase and caring for the three-month-old 

difficult. 

 Now there were the consequences of the recent Hobus supernova in Romulan space and the subsequent 

destruction of Romulus and the Romulan central government.  Since the incident, some Romulans had made their 

way out to the Typhon Sector and Starbase 719 as refugees, but most stayed away, especially with the Proud 

Vengeance docked outside.  With the Romulan Empire in chaos, the Klingons had seized the opportunity to occupy 

much of their hated enemy’s territory. 

 The destruction of Romulus had another unexpected consequence.  As a result of the Romulan exodus, 

Raiajh had found out that she had a half-Deltan, half-Romulan nephew when both he and his mother, a former 

member of the Tal Shiar, had made their way to the base with a ship full of refugees.   There were other things her 

brother was involved in that made the Admiral take pause.  She just hoped that in his remaining years he would get 

his act together, because what she saw of his activities would make anyone’s toes curl.  The Raiajh family had 

worked hard for what they had and his antics, if known, would not only tarnish all the work her mother and 

grandmother had done for the Federation , but also disgrace the family name for generations to come. 

 She went to take a sip of her raktajino and found that it was empty.  Raiajh walked back to the replicator to 

get a refill, but before she could order her drink, the intercom whistled. 

 “Admiral Raiajh, you are needed in Ops.  We have a situation.” 
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One week earlier 

Stardate 64522.8 

1400 Hours 

Admiral Raiajh’s office 

 

 Rear Admiral Raiajh was worried about her oldest son, Jonathan.  For the past six weeks she had not been 

able to contact either him or his companion, Anya, nor had Jonathan’s great-grandfather seen or heard from either of 

them.  From what Mr. Sarne had been able to find out, the pair had left Betazed on a transport headed for Earth.  She 

could only hope that Anya would call them soon and let them know that she and Jonathan were fine and where they 

were headed.  In the meantime, with her scheduled meeting with Commander Spaak only a few minutes away, Rear 

Admiral Val’ri Raiajh stood near her office replicator, waiting for her raktajino and the customary cup of tea for the 

Commander, when the intercom whistled.   

 “Lieutenant Korolov to Admiral Raiajh.” 

 “Raiajh here.  Go ahead, Lieutenant.” 

 “Admiral, I have Ambassador Ja’al Raiajh on subspace for you.” 

 The unannounced call from her brother was intriguing.  “Very well, put him through.” 

 The replicator cycled, materializing the two requested beverages.  Picking up the two mugs, she walked 

back to her desk.  As she walked into view, her brother, Ja’al Raiajh, greeted her. 

 “It is pleasing to see that you are well, Val’ri.” 

 “Don’t waste my time with small talk, Ja’al.  I’m busy.” 

 As she spoke, the office door chime sounded.  Raiajh touched a control on her desk top, which opened the 

door, and Commander Hans Spaak stepped in, looking rather pained that he needed to be there in the first place. 

Raiajh motioned for him to sit in the chair in front of her desk as she continued her conversation with Ja’al. 

 “I need your help locating someone,” Ja’al simply stated. 

 “I’m touched.  What is so special about this person that someone with your connections needs my help?” 

 In her mind, Raiajh heard Spaak’s thoughts on the matter as clear as day.  ‘He’s going to ask you to help 

find Jarvok.’  Raiajh knew they needed to find Spaak’s family, and soon.  It annoyed her no end that he was able to 

speak to her telepathically like that, an ability only her husband had before meeting this Spaak.  It was also why he 

did it.  He knew it annoyed her. 

 Ja’al continued, “I’m trying to locate a Romulan warship commander by the name of Jarvok.” 

 Raiajh decided to play coy and asked, “Who’s Jarvok?  And why are you interested in this particular 

Romulan?” 

 “I’m worried about his mother,” Ja’al replied.  “She was supposed to have contacted me a few weeks ago.” 

 Raiajh heard Spaak’s thoughts again as he projected, ‘He’s worried that people are going to find out that 

Jarvok is his son.’  Raiajh glanced at Spaak, giving him a look showing her displeasure in his method of 

communication with her; she also pushed his tea across the desk toward him. 

 “I’ll do what I can, Ja’al.  No promises.  Now I need to run.  My next appointment is here.”  Raiajh then 

terminated the link and glared at Spaak. 

 “What have I told you about that, Commander?  If you have something to say, you wait until you can speak 

it aloud.  I am not thrilled with the fact you can communicate with me telepathically like that.” 

 “I didn’t want to interrupt your conversation with your darling brother,” Spaak replied sarcastically. 

 “There are many things I call my brother.  You know well enough ‘darling’ isn’t one of them.”  Musing for 

a moment, she added, “Too bad I can’t find a way to use his relationship with Jarvok against him.”  She sighed 

briefly before saying, “But that is neither here nor there.  I called you here for a reason, Commander.  A personal 

favor as it were.  I need you to go to Vulcan and bring Professor Tolek back here.  He specifically asked for your 

ship.”  Raiajh noticed the sadness in Commander Spaak’s face. 

 “A voyage from here to Vulcan and back will take nearly two weeks,” Spaak said.  “That’s nearly two 

weeks away from this station, which as I’ve told you is the most likely place the Independence would come looking 

for my crew and I if they can find a way to trans-relocate realities.” 

 “I understand that your wife, Val’ri, would use her contacts with the Starfleet in your original universe, 

especially your own version of Cathryn Pearson, to search for you and the Pariah, but you’ve been here for nearly 

three months already.  There’s no guarantee the Independence-C from your reality is going to show up right when 

the Pariah is away from the station on a mission.  And Professor Tolek wants the time to go over your phase drive 

with Topuc.  He also wants to talk to you.  He wants to get to know about the Val you call your wife and learn about 

your children.  He feels he’s close to some sort of breakthrough.”  Raiajh turned her desktop monitor to face the 

Pariah’s commander.  The screen displayed a course between Starbase 719 and the 40 Eridani A system.  “You are 



to stay out of Romulan space and use the Federation corridor to reach Sector 005.  I have secured clearance for the 

Pariah to Vulcan and back.” 

 “And what happens if the Independence appears before we return?” Spaak asked, still sounding upset that 

his ship was being sent light years away from the starbase. 

 “If anyone from your own reality shows up in the Typhon Sector, I’ll send the Pariah a priority subspace 

communiqué and inform you,” Raiajh promised.  “You can return to the base immediately upon receipt.” 

 “Fine.  I’ll do it,” Spaak replied.  However, the pained look on his face spoke volumes about how he really 

felt. 

 

* * * 

  

Stardate 64525.1  

 

 It was just one of those days – one where nothing seemed to be getting done – when Raiajh received a call 

from the disembarkation area.  The admiral had left word with security that if – on the off chance – Jonathan or 

Anya made their way to the starbase, they were to be detained.  Now, as she tried to review some paperwork at her 

desk, her combadge chirped. 

 “Admiral, this is Lieutenant Adams down in embarkation.  The two that you asked for us to keep an eye out 

for just passed through the checkpoint.  We have detained them in Lounge 6 for you.” 

 “Thank you, Lieutenant.  I’ll be there in a few moments.  Just let them know that they are not in any 

trouble.” 

 “Aye, Admiral.” 

 Raiajh deactivated her communicator, then immediately tapped her commbadge again.  “Admiral Raiajh to 

Doctor Sylvan Xaran.” 

 “Xaran here,” came the quick reply. 

 “Care to meet me in Lounge 6 in the embarkation area?  Our wayward son and his friend just showed up on 

the base.” 

 “Thank the Four Deities they’re safe!” Xaran replied in a relieved tone before continuing, “I’m on my way.  

I’ll meet you outside the lounge in five minutes.” 

 Raiajh again deactivated her combadge, then left her office and headed to the visitor embarkation area.  

Once Raiajh and Xaran both arrived at the lounge entrance, they found their daughter, Charissa Xaran, standing 

outside trying to get past the Starfleet Marine sergeant that was blocking the door.  Jonathan must have contacted 

her telepathically, as there had been no other way of her knowing that he was here. 

 “That’s my brother you have in there, Sergeant!  I want to see him!” 

 “He’s being detained by the order of Admiral Raiajh.  You will need to speak to her if you wish to see him.  

She’ll be here momentarily,” the sergeant replied calmly. 

 As Raiajh walked up, she could perceive Charissa musing to herself, ‘Great, now I need my mother’s 

permission to talk to my own brother.’ 

 Before the younger Xaran was even aware of her parent’s presence, Raiajh projected to her, ‘You may join 

us if you wish.  Jonathan and Anya are not in any trouble.  Your father and I need to find out where he’s been for the 

last six weeks.  Your brother needs to understand that he can’t go running off without telling someone.’ 

 The unexpected voice in her mind caused Charissa to jump slightly before she turned to face her oncoming 

parents and thought to Raiajh, ‘I’ve been worried about him too, Mom.’ 

 ‘I know you have.’ 

 The sergeant standing guard near the lounge door acknowledged the admiral’s arrival.  Raiajh nodded back 

to him and said, “Thank you, Sergeant.  You’re dismissed.” 

 As the sergeant walked away, the three members of the Xaran family entered the lounge to find Jonathan 

consoling a frightened Anya.  Dr. Xaran walked directly over to Jonathan and asked, “Where have you been for the 

last six weeks?  Your mother and I have been worried about both of you!  We can’t stop you from traveling off 

Betazed, but you need to tell someone in the family where you’re going!” 

 ‘Sorry.  We wanted to surprise everyone,’ Jonathan replied telepathically. 

 Raiajh countered, “You certainly did!  However, you should still have let your great-grandfather know that 

you were leaving Betazed for a few weeks to come to see us.  If you told him it was to be a surprise, he could have 

at least told us that you two were safe and we should not be worried.” 

 Although she did not step away from Jonathan, Anya looked up and asked, “You be worried about me too, 

m’lady?” 



 “Yes, Anya, we were worried about you too,” Raiajh replied.  But when she turned her attention to the 

Avalonian woman, Raiajh realized something was different about her.  Looking closely at her son’s companion for 

several seconds, Raiajh said, “Anya, can I speak with you alone for a moment?” 

 Although she still had the frightened look on her face, Anya stepped away from Jonathan.  As Raiajh had 

suspected, her dress covered a sizably swollen abdomen.  Noticing the look of concern on both Dr. Xaran’s and 

Admiral Raiajh’s face, Anya replied, “All do be well, m’lady.  Jonathan and I celebrated nuptials before departing 

Earth.” 

 Almost unable to hold back his outrage, Xaran started to sputter, “That doesn’t make everything well, 

Anya!”  But the medical officer’s tirade was interrupted by the sound of his wife’s voice in his mind. 

 ‘Stop right there, Sylvan!   The deed is done.’ 

 Xaran turned and glared at his wife.  ‘And you’re fine with this?’ he projected at her. 

 ‘I didn’t say that.  However, we did give Jonathan the right to make his own decisions.’ 

 ‘I’m not sure he’s ready for this,’ Sylvan replied. 

 ‘Were we?’ 

 Jonathan replied to both of them, ‘Stop!  This is not open for debate.’ 

 Raiajh turned to look at her son.  “You’re right, Jonathan.  It is not open for debate.  But we have a right to 

be concerned.  While you’re here, I want the two of you to talk to someone just so both of you know what to 

expect.” 

 “You fear there be something wrong with the baby?” Anya asked. 

 “I’m not a doctor, Anya.  I can’t tell you that.  I just want the two of you to get an idea what to expect in the 

months to come and to make sure that both of you are ready for it.” 

 Jonathan nodded at his new wife, and Anya replied, “That do be sounding fair, m’lady.” 

 “I’m not done,” Raiajh added.  “After that, to give you both a better idea of what it is like to take care of a 

baby, the two of you are going to be watching Jonathan’s baby brother, Korin, for the following twenty four hours. 

For that time you will be staying across the hall from our cabin in the empty CMO’s quarters.” 

 The family spent the next few minutes finally greeting each other warmly before the admiral finally led 

everyone out of the lounge and toward the living quarters of the starbase. 

 

* * * 

 

 A little more than twenty-four hours later, and after a much needed break from watching the 3-month old 

Korin, Jonathan and Anya joined the family for dinner, bringing the baby with them.  Since arriving aboard the 

starbase, the couple had met with both Dr. Jill Xaran and an assistant to Counselor Tobias Wyatt, who was from 

Betazed.  From the two, Raiajh and Xaran gleaned some rather interesting insights about the young couple.  It turned 

out the two had been talking about getting married since returning from Earth the previous year just after Elayne’s 

death.  The counselor was impressed with Jonathan’s level of maturity and ability to deal with the outside world, 

considering the level of trauma he had gone through when he was young.  Jill Xaran also reported that the baby 

Anya was carrying – a girl – was strong and healthy.  The only thing Anya was not happy about was that she was 

only thirty-three weeks along and, according to Jill, the baby apparently had another eleven or twelve weeks to 

grow. 

 That evening, after everyone had left – Anya and Jonathan continuing to watch Korin for another night – 

Raiajh and Xaran sat on their bed, Sylvan giving his wife a neck massage as they talked. 

 “I’m still not sure about Jonathan,” Xaran stated. 

 “There’s not much we can do, Sylvan,” Raiajh replied.  “When we decided that he was competent to make 

his own decisions, we gave him the right to live his life as he wanted.  We have to accept what has happened.  They 

took their time getting to know each other, which was important for Anya.  She told me as we were setting the 

dinner table that Jonathan brought up the idea of marriage when they returned to Betazed from Earth, several months 

before she got pregnant.  The only reason they didn’t get married sooner, on Betazed, was that Anya was not 

comfortable with the idea of a traditional Betazoid wedding ceremony.  So they agreed together to wait until they 

got to Earth.” 

 “I’m not that happy about that fact.  She should have shown some respect for Betazoid customs.” 

 “Sylvan, those customs are not for everyone.  I wasn’t comfortable standing there in front of your parents 

and sister at the Betazed Embassy on Earth.  The fact that your mother didn’t remove her clothes for the ceremony 

like everyone else didn’t help.  But I did it because I love you and it meant a great deal to you.  Apparently it doesn’t 

matter as much to Jonathan.”  Raiajh turned slightly to look at her husband over her shoulder.  “Is what Jonathan did 



bothering you, or is it something else?  Like the fact that we’re going to be grandparents in just a few months?”  

Raiajh felt her husband cringe at the remark. 

 “Where did the time go, Imzadi?” Xaran asked.  “Sometimes it seems like just yesterday that you and I 

stepped off that tram in Las Vegas and started our life together.” 

 “I agree, sometimes it does seem like it was only yesterday.”  She took hold of her husband’s hand on her 

shoulder and added, “However, except for a few minor bumps in the road, I wouldn’t change anything.” 

 “I just hope that the next twenty years aren’t eventful,” he replied. 

 “Then life would be boring,” Raiajh scolded.  “I just hope they aren’t as eventful.” 

 “Agreed.”  Changing the subject, he then asked, “What do you think about retiring from Starfleet?” 

 Raiajh turned to face Xaran, her face unreadable. 

 “The thought has crossed my mind,” she admitted.  “Not immediately.  But perhaps in a few years, once 

Cathryn is sufficiently trained and promoted to take over base operations.  I’ll broach the idea of retirement with 

Admiral Janeway the next time I speak with her.  I’ve been talking about the two of us being included in the first 

round of rotations off the base when they take place in 2392, so this will reinforce that fact.  It’s been on my mind.  

I’ve actually been toying with the idea of retiring since Elayne’s death.” 

 “Same here,” Xaran confessed.  “It just hasn’t been the same, without Elayne.  I’ve been fighting the urge 

to just pack everything up and take everyone back to Earth, including you, since we lost her.” 

 “I know.  It’s only a few more years.  We’ll make it.  After all, it will be about that time, Katrina, Julian 

and Ayana are going to be returning to Earth to further their studies,” Raiajh replied. 

 “They’re certainly growing fast, Imzadi.” 

 “They certainly are.” 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 64532.0 

 

 Admiral Raiajh was sitting in her office on the couch under the large window looking out into the depths of 

space, reading some reports that her aide, Marie Quintero, had prepared for her perusal while she sipped on some 

raktajino.  Out of the corner of her eye she noticed Commander Konstantin Harkonnen, her Strategic Operations 

Officer, enter the office. 

 “Do you miss it?” he asked. 

 “Miss what?” Raiajh asked back, looking up at the commander. 

 “Being out there, vhere the action is.  Being in command of a starship.” 

 “Not particularly.  The year I spent on the Besiege was spent training a Starfleet crew to serve on a real 

warship instead of a typical starship.  I was the captain of a starship on a training cruise.  But you knew that.  You 

were there.  I had to choose between two extremely talented officers, both with a superb tactical mindset.  I chose 

Cathryn because she needed to learn that she could do the job.  You were both equally qualified, and it was a tough 

decision.  If I felt she couldn’t do it, friend or not, she would have been cut long before, I assure you.” 

 “I never looked at it like that, Admiral,” Harkonnen said seriously.  “I didn’t much care for the Besiege.  

Not knocking you or your command style.  I just felt that a warship like the Defiant and Leviathan-classes should be 

run a little differently.  The camaraderie should have been a lot tighter.  I used what I learned and felt when I stole 

the Corsair.”  He looked at Raiajh with a grin on his face and asked, “Do you ever wonder what would have 

happened Admiral?  If you had kept me on the Besiege instead of sending me to the Antares Shipyard to try develop 

a more military mindset?” 

 Raiajh looked at Harkonnen and replied, “Sometimes.  Especially during the Dominion War.  I always 

wondered if I did enough to help McLeod and his crew to prepare, and if I made the right choice for the position of 

tactical officer.  In the end, after the war, I looked at everything, and despite what had happened at the Battle of 

Cardassia, I still feel I made the right decision.  What Starfleet was looking for at the time was a military-enough 

mindset, not a more military one.  I actually spoke to Starfleet Command about keeping both of you on board the 

Besiege, because there were times when I found the two of you acting together provided better results; yet separately 

the two of you are equally good tacticians.  However, my decision in choosing Cathryn over you put you in a 

position to be able to show Starfleet that it can still be short-sighted at times.” 

 “True.  The Admiralty is usually short-sighted at times,” Harkonnen said sighing.  “They forget the hard 

learned lessons from the last war and it always costs the lives of hundreds… thousands… perhaps even millions 

each time.  It’s why I have been debating resigning from Starfleet,” he said, frowning as he looked out the window.  

“Most of them just don’t get the fact that an explorer has to be a soldier just as much as he has to be a scientist.  To 



concentrate on one at the cost of ignoring the other gets people killed needlessly.  I never wanted Starfleet to become 

an exclusively military organization,” he said, looking at the Admiral.  “Only that they give as much validation to 

the military aspects of our charter as they do to the sciences and diplomacy.  For millennia, the military handled 

exploration in countless cultures.  Just live up to the charter; that’s all I have ever wanted from Starfleet,” he added 

looking away again. 

 “They do try, Konstantin,” Raiajh stated. “After all, the charter states, ‘To boldly go where none have gone 

before.’  But I agree with you that, at times, we do neglect the defense aspects of our mission, and having lived 

through a good part of it, I sometimes miss the days of ‘cowboy diplomacy.’  I am afraid we’re going to run into 

something unexpected, and something is going to go dramatically wrong.  But enough musing for now about what 

Starfleet can do differently.  What can we do here, in the Typhon Sector, to help us be prepared for the possibility of 

that day when the dramatically wrong occurs, aside from not exploring beyond the Typhon Sector?” 

 “The problem is Admiral, that I am getting much resistance – and in some instances actual open hostility – 

to the methods I am proposing to secure safety and security around here, mostly from the Marine Contingent 

Commander,” Harkonnen said sighing. 

 “I’d suggest you talk to Cathryn about trying the tactics you suggest aboard the Corsair, but I know that 

they are already in place there.  How about working with the crews of the Corsair and the Besiege to set up some 

war games, either with or without the Pariah when they return, and we’ll start with practicing to defend the station 

from outside attack.  If General Ke’reth and the Proud Vengeance come back from Qo’noS, I’m sure they may wish 

to join in as well.  Just tell Hans he can’t leave the Klingons another gift of tribbles if he decides to fly through their 

ship again.” 

 “That’s something he wouldn’t do again,” Harkonnen said.  “Once was funny, but never twice.  You’re just 

beating a dead horse by repeating a joke.  But that’s not the problem I’m here to discuss.  There is a member of the 

station’s crew going out of their way to kill the implementation of my security procedures, procedures that have 

been proven time and time again to be effective.  But I don’t know who is giving support to that opposition.” 

 Raiajh mused about what Harkonnen had said for a moment. 

 “You haven’t proposed anything unreasonable,” she agreed.  “Despite not liking it, I accepted your 

suggestion to post a guard outside my office at all times.” 

 “But there should also be a Marine guard in Operations at all times, and one at your quarters for that matter.  

Just as Cathryn… I mean, Commander Pearson… should have the same protection.  It’s not to make things harder 

for you or her, but to ensure that neither of you are kidnapped nor assassinated.” 

 “I’ve been trying to get more Starfleet Marines assigned to base security, as I do feel the need to have a 

permanent Marine contingent aboard the base.  However, most of the Marines who come here are just on temporary 

assignment before moving on to their permanent assignment aboard one of the Fleet starships or one of the other 

ships out here in the Typhon Sector making a visit to the base.  And it’s fine for you to call Commander Pearson by 

her name here in my office when it’s just the two of us here.  I’m not going to reprimand you for that.” 

 “Thank you,” Harkonnen said softly before returning to the topic at hand.  “But my ‘Armed Response 

Teams’ initiative has been shot down by the station Marine contingent commander.  He feels it’s something that 

should be left to the Marines.  Even though it was proved on the Indy that it decreased response times of security and 

kept causalities to a minimum.  The ART program would save lives when we do not have security or marine 

personnel present on scene,” he said, sighing once again. 

 “I understand that, Konstantin, but he is in charge of the Marines on this station; you’re here more in an 

advisory role for the Sector.  And the Colonel wouldn’t be here if he didn’t know his job.  I agree the ART program 

would be beneficial.  How about we try it on a trial contingency for now?  Find one hundred personnel from all 

departments throughout the station who are willing to take on the additional responsibility.  For a period of six 

months I’ll re-classify them as sector personnel while they are still carrying out their assigned duties to this station.  

And I’ll put Commander Petersen in charge of it, as the ART program should fall under her prevue.  All participants 

will be issued type-two phasers.  Perhaps seeing your idea in action will change some minds about the program.  

Sometimes in order to take bigger steps, we need to take baby steps first.” 

 “Anything is better than nothing, Admiral,” Harkonnen said nodding. 

 

* * * 

 

 

 

 

 



Stardate 64542.0 

 

 It was a quiet day in the Operations Center of 719 and Ashari Pel was manning her station for Beta Shift as 

Duty Officer, as Gregory Korolov was on leave.  As she was eyeing some of the monitors she saw that Commodore 

Kennedy’s flagship was on a course that would take it near the station.  As the commodore was not scheduled to 

visit the base, and the starship’s regular patrols brought the ship within Typhon Sector space, she logged the course 

of the ship and looked at other traffic on the board; which was nil.  Just the Besiege and the Corsair out on patrol, 

practicing maneuvers and battle tactics. 

 Twenty minutes later, when Pel checked the status of the ships in the sector again, she noticed that the 

approaching starship was now on course for 719.  She activated the communications system and hailed the craft. 

 “Starfleet vessel, this is Starbase 719; please respond.” 

 “This is the USS Independence,” the familiar-sounding female voice replied. 

 “Captain Pearson?” Pel asked in a surprised tone as she activated the main Ops viewscreen.  “What are you 

doing aboard…?” 

 “That’s Captain Pearson-Harkonnen,” the woman on the viewscreen replied as it snapped into focus. 

 Pel was not entirely sure what to make of what she was seeing.  The woman displayed on the viewscreen 

was definitely Cathryn Pearson, but she was wearing the uniform recently retired by Starfleet.  Pel decided she 

needed to contact the admiral.  Tapping the combadge on the front of her uniform, she said, “Admiral Raiajh, you 

are needed in Ops.  We have a situation.” 

 

* * * 

 

 When she heard that her presence was needed in Ops, Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh wondered what situation 

required her attention.  She placed her empty raktajino cup onto the shelf of the replicator and walked out of her 

office and onto the deck that ringed three-quarters of the upper level of the station’s operations center, the heart and 

soul of the starbase.  She looked at the viewscreen and saw what Lieutenant Ashari Pel was calling a situation.  The 

woman on the other end of the open communications channel certainly looked like her first officer and the captain of 

the Corsair, but there was just something about the way she carried herself that made her different besides the fact 

that she was wearing the recently replaced Starfleet uniform.  It was this in particular that made the admiral realize 

just who this person on the viewscreen actually was.  Remaining calm after realizing that the ship approaching the 

station was probably the Independence-C that Spaak had mentioned on several occasions since his arrival, a Starfleet 

vessel from the Pariah’s original reality, she addressed the woman on the screen. 

 “I am Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, starbase commander and coordinator of this sector.  What can I do for 

you, Captain?” 

 The woman on the viewscreen looked at the admiral quizzically and asked, “So I take it... You know who I 

am?” 

 “Yes.  The Captain Pearson of this reality is my first officer on this starbase and the commanding officer of 

another starship.  It is my understanding that your ship is here looking for a friend; someone who went missing from 

your reality while trying to find someone who looks just like me?” 

 The doppelganger of Raiajh’s first officer nodded.  “Yes.  We are looking for Commander Johannes Spaak 

and the crew of the OSNS Pariah.  Are they at your base, Admiral?” 

 “Commander Spaak has been docking his ship here since he showed up in our universe several months ago.  

They are currently on a mission for me, but they are due back here within the day.  Captain, as you are already on 

course for this starbase, please contact us when you arrive and we will allow for you to take up station keeping 

outside the base while a small party from your ship beams over.” 

 “That sounds reasonable, Admiral,” Captain Pearson-Harkonnen replied.  “I hope you don’t find it too 

disconcerting if Commander Spaak’s wife and children join us aboard your starbase.” 

 Admiral Raiajh was surprised – and somewhat relieved – to hear the object of Spaak’s longing was aboard 

the approaching vessel.  Her presence might calm the increasingly agitated commander of the Pariah. 

 “Not at all.  My crew and family have been prepared for the possibility of their arrival for quite some time 

now.  We look forward to your arrival.”  Pearson-Harkonnen nodded before Raiajh added, “Starbase 719, out.” 

 Once the viewscreen went blank, Raiajh looked over the railing and down at Lt Ashari Pel, not realizing the 

younger officer had opened a channel to the Pariah already.  “Lieutenant Pel, please send a recall order to both the 

Corsair and the Besiege... once they have acknowledged, please contact the Pariah and find out exactly what their 

ETA is?” 



 “I have Sub-Commander Topuc on the line right now, Admiral,” Pel said looking up at her.  “He had to 

assume command of the Pariah late last night.  Dr. Ves had to take Commander Spaak to the medical bay and 

heavily sedate him... said something about ‘…having two of them in his head’ and that it was causing him a great 

deal of pain and physical discomfort.” 

 Raiajh shook her head and sighed before she replied, “Well perhaps by the time they get here he’ll realize 

why it’s happening.  Did Sub-Commander Topuc give you an estimate of their arrival time?” 

 “He said it would be about six hours normal cruising speed, Admiral, but with Commander Spaak having 

taken ill, they are asking for permission to increase their speed to Warp 7,” Pel replied. 

 “By all means.  The Pariah is authorized to increase speed to Warp 7.” 

 

* * * 

 

 Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh had the welcoming party assembled by the transporters in Ops for the arrival of 

the away team from the alternate Independence-C.  For the meeting, she chose her First Officer Captain Cathryn 

Elisabeth Pearson, Chief of Security Commander Michelle Petersen, Chief of Operations Lt Commander B'Elanna 

Torres, and her Flag Aide Lt Commander Marie Quintero.  Conspicuously absent was Commander Konstantin 

Harkonnen, who was down in the docking area waiting the final docking of the Pariah in order to escort 

Commander Spaak and his first officer to the meeting as soon as they arrived. 

 Raiajh’s husband and the station’s Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Sylvan Xaran, was also present in Ops with 

their daughter Corrine, who was the same age as Commander Spaak’s twins, but was delayed joining the others at 

the transporter platform because of the young girl’s need to have to use the head first. 

 Having received the signal from the Independence-C that the visiting party was ready to beam over, the 

Admiral gave the word to the starship to commence with beaming.  The transporter hummed to life and a moment 

later the base staff found themselves face to face with Captain Cathryn Pearson-Harkonnen, Commander Konstantin 

D. Harkonnen – the Independence’s first officer, Lt Commander Temperance Finn – the ship’s counselor, a cadet 

from Starfleet Academy, Lady Val and her three children; Johannes, Valerie and Thaddeus, and a Marine escort. 

 As the group stepped off the transporter platform, Dr. Xaran and Corrine emerged from the head and began 

to walk toward the transporter.  Out of the corner of her eye, Lady Val noticed the two approaching and turned in 

their direction.  She turned pale when she realized who it was walking toward her, collapsing to the deck as she 

whispered a single word. 

 “Sylvan...” 

 Both Dr. Xaran and Lt Commander Finn rushed over to check on Lady Val while the children looked 

around nervously as their mother lay unconscious on the deck.  Corrine approached the three Spaak children and 

quietly said, “Don’t worry, my Daddy’s a doctor.  He will make your Mommy better.” 

 “I hope so,” Little Hans said; concern in his voice.  “But it would be better if Doctor Ves was here.  She 

knows all about Mummy’s health issues.  And she knows how to get Papa here.” 

 “Aunt Cathryn said Papa is here somewhere,” Little Val piped in.  “We have to get Papa.  He’ll be able to 

talk with her while she’s asleep, and she’ll get better.” 

 “Papa is sick too,” Little Hans stated with his hands on his hips.  “Mummy said so.  She felt it when the 

Independence passed through those strange lights that went through the room.” 

 “Thaddeus tried to catch them,” Little Val said, looking at her brother. “Do you think they brought us 

here?” 

 “Yeah, I think so,” Little Hans said, looking first at his sister and then at Corrine.  “She looks just like 

you!” 

 Valerie looked closely at Corrine before saying, “She does, except for the eyes.  Mummy says I have eyes 

just like her own Mummy.”  She then addressed Corrine and said, “What about you?  Why are your eyes all black?” 

 “Because my Daddy’s eyes are black,” Corrine replied.  “Me and my brothers and sister all have Daddy’s 

black eyes.” 

 Admiral Raiajh came over and sat down on the deck next to the children.  Corrine smiled and said, “This is 

my Mommy.”  Corrine quickly looked from Lady Val, who was being treated by Dr. Xaran, and back to her own 

mother.  “She looks just like your Mommy.” 

 Little Hans looked at the Admiral and frowned.  “No, our Mummy is prettier.” 

 Corrine looked at young Hans with a confused look on her face and said, “They look the same.” 

 “Well, our Mummy has happier eyes and that makes her prettier,” the boy responded. 

 The Admiral told the children, “Don’t worry, your mother will be fine.  I’m sure Dr. Xaran will make her 

feel better.  And your father will be here soon.”  Raiajh watched her husband treating her virtual twin and added, 



“Your mother just suffered a bit of a shock.  She did not expect to see Corrine’s father.  From what I understand, 

where you come from, he died a long time ago.  Look!  She’s beginning to wake up already.” 

 Little Hans looked from the Admiral to his mother and leaned down beside her, looking at Sylvan and 

frowning now that he knew that this man was responsible for what had happened to his mother. 

 “If seeing you hurt my Mummy, you shouldn’t touch her.  Let Miss Tempe take care of her!” he said 

stubbornly, triggering the same reaction from his twin sister. 

 “He didn’t hurt me,” Lady Val explained, returning to full consciousness and looking at her children.  “I… 

I just didn’t expect him to be here.  Remember the times when your Aunt Jill and I would talk about her brother?”  

The two children nodded.  “Well, this is her brother,” she explained.  “His presence surprised me.  What happened 

to me was not his fault.” 

 As Lady Val spoke, the turbolift doors across Ops swished open. 

 “Children!” Hans Spaak said as he slowly entered the room with the help of Commander Konstantin 

Harkonnen and his own first mate, Topuc.  “Mind your manners now.” 

 “Papa!” Little Hans and Val said as they took off into his arms, followed closely by Thaddeus.  If not for 

Topuc and Harkonnen’s help, the trio would have knocked him to the ground.  “We’ve missed you so much!”  

Hammering him with questions, the children asked, “Where have you been?  What have you been doing?  Did you 

miss us?” 

 “Of course I have,” Spaak said as he held his children in his arms for the first time in months, hugging them 

close.  “I have missed you all so damn much.” 

 “Papa!  You used a naughty word,” Little Val said, looking at her father and gently stroking his face, 

wiping his tears.  “And you don’t look so good.” 

 “Of course he doesn’t look good, children,” Dr. Ves said as she took the children from Hans so he could go 

to his wife and hold her.  “He’s lost nearly thirty pounds that he could not afford to lose.” 

 “Look at you, my Pet,” Spaak said as he knelt by his wife and pulled her into his arms.  “I have not seen 

anything more radiant than you in this or any other universe.” 

 “And you have lost too much weight,” Lady Val scolded playfully.  “Now I see what happens when I’m not 

around to make sure you take care of yourself.  I think that is something we will need to rectify in the near future,” 

Lady Val told her husband with a smile on her face.  “I missed you too, you know.” 

 Spaak gently held her face as he kissed her passionately on the lips.  The twins giggled as they watched. 

 “Papa and Mummy both look happy now,” little Valerie said proudly. 

 “Yes they do children,” Dr. Ves said smiling.  “He fell apart without you around, Lady Val.  I hope you 

realize now that he’s totally lost without you.  He’s lost thirty pounds.  He only sleeps when sedated.  Oh, and he 

eats very little if at all, because he gets so nauseated that he can’t keep anything down.” 

 “Don’t worry, Ves, I’ll make sure he gets better quickly,” Lady Val replied.  “He’s not the only one who 

was lost.  I too felt the effects of not having him around.  There were many nights when Cathryn and Konstantin 

would watch the kids so the ship’s doctor could sedate me in order to get any sleep.  All I kept trying to do was 

come up with different ways of trying to locate him.”  She turned her attention back to her husband.  “We were 

lucky that we were able to find some residual traces of the Pariah and this universe left behind in our own after you 

passed through the quantum fissure.  It helped when Konstantin and I finally came up with a way of getting us here 

and back.” 

 Spaak’s expression took on a look of distress. 

 “They need us here, my Pet,” he said softly as he looked into Lady Val’s eyes.  “Romulus and Remus are 

gone.  The Klingons are using their invasion of Romulan Space as a relief valve for their own internal problems.  

The Romulans are fighting back, but... there are so many who need our help.”  Spaak looked at his wife imploringly.  

“We can make a difference here,” he said softly.  “Back home, things are nowhere near as bad as they are here.  The 

death of my counterpart in this universe caused a cascade effect.” 

 Spaak closed his eyes and focused on all that he had learned over the past few months.  The murder of the 

child of his wife’s counterpart.  The depravities of her brother – even worse than the ones of their own universe.  All 

the secrets that he had discovered by using the communications worms that Lady Val and Topuc had created while 

still back in their original reality.  He projected all this to his wife before he opened his eyes.  “Now do you see what 

I’ve discovered about this universe?  They need us, my Pet.” 

 Lady Val took a deep breath, slowly releasing it before saying, “If you truly wish to stay, Hans, then we 

will stay; provided that it is acceptable to my counterpart here.” 

 Admiral Raiajh looked at Lady Val and replied, “I have no objections if you stay or go.  My only objective 

was to reunite your husband with you, either here or back in your own quantum reality.  That objective has now 

been accomplished.”  The admiral turned her attention to Spaak and added, “The Pariah is welcome to stay, and our 



working agreement will remain in effect, if that is what you wish.”  Raiajh then looked at Spaak’s wife and 

continued, “And if it’s agreeable with you, I would be honored to call you my sister.” 

 “As would I,” Lady Val replied.  “Just stop sounding so… Vulcan.  Show a little more emotion around 

people.” 

 Spaak’s eyes never stopped looking at his wife’s face as he said, “Cathryn and Konstantin are destined for 

great things back home.  And you know that Stephen will become an admiral one day.”  His eyes grew hard as he 

said that, his mind revealing that Stephen’s counterpart in this universe never had a chance to be and he planned on 

finding who was responsible for that. 

 As the Spaak’s conversed, Admiral Raiajh finally stood up and turned to face the captain of the 

Independence-C.  Cathryn Pearson-Harkonnen, her husband/first officer, and the Starfleet Academy cadet were 

engaged in conversation with Raiajh’s Pearson and Harkonnen, overhearing the last part of the conversation with her 

first officer replying, “...I guess I was just too stupid and couldn’t see what was happening in front of my nose.   I’m 

just happy I did finally learn my lesson and sorry that it took me 12 years to do it.” 

 “It could be worse,” the young midshipman said chuckling.  “You could still be second guessing yourself.  

It took a while for Mom to realize how she felt about Dad.  I’m just glad that she eventually did.”  Something finally 

clicked in the admiral’s mind.  Even if the name tag on the cadet’s right chest had not read ‘Pearson-Harkonnen,’ 

she would have guessed who his parents were, but something about the boy reminded her of another former 

Arcturus crewmember left behind when the ship left the 23
rd

 century, though the man he called ‘Dad’ was 

Harkonnen.  Spaak was right; he would make a great officer one day.  He remained cool, even in this situation 

where there were so many ‘duplicates’ around. 

 “It appears that Commander Spaak and his family has decided to stay here, and I have no issues with that,” 

Raiajh said. 

 Captain Pearson-Harkonnen looked at the Spaak family, the kids once again entwined in their parent’s 

embrace, then turned to look at the admiral before saying, “Considering Hans, his family, and his crew have decided 

to stay here with you, I know they are in good hands.  I guess it’s time for us to depart.  Request permission to return 

to our ship and prepare for our return voyage?” 

 “Permission granted,” Raiajh confirmed. 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 64551.2  

 

 Its formal name was the Bastogne Lodge.  The Lodge, as the most popular bar on the starbase was known, 

paid homage to the World War II Siege of Bastogne during the Battle of the Bulge.  There were models in display 

cases of tanks, planes, and other vehicles used in the war, along with replicas of the weaponry of the time.  On the 

ceiling were painted replicas of the underbellies of C-47 airplanes, as if supplies for the besieged troops had just 

been dropped.  Normally the Lodge was crowded with patrons any time of the day or night shifts. 

 This evening however, the Lodge was closed for a private party to honor the starbase’s commanding 

officer, Rear Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, and her husband, base chief medical officer Dr. Sylvan Xaran, on the occasion 

of the twentieth anniversary of their marriage. 

 In a small booth to one side of the bar, Commander Spaak sat with his wife and Marie Quintero, the 

admiral’s aide.  No one paid them much attention, as Marie had been helping Spaak’s wife adjust to life aboard the 

starbase.  At another table, the Vulcan Professor Tolek had his hands full with Corrine and Spaak’s three young 

children.  The four kids were well behaved and were peppering him with astronomy questions while Jonathan and 

Anya sat nearby and listened. 

 Charissa Xaran and Ashari Pel were sitting at a nearby table with Topuc, the Vulcan first officer of the 

Pariah.  The two young women were helping Topuc with the new communication system and some of the other 

devices on board the Pariah, mainly the cloak and phase drive, but there was also a friendship developing between 

the three and for anyone who could see it, there was something more between Topuc and Ashari although neither of 

them would admit it if you asked them.  

 The starbase’s executive officer, Cathryn Pearson, thought Admiral’s anniversary and the arrival of the 

Spaak family was an excellent reason to celebrate and arranged the party.  And as several of the Fifth Fleet starships 

were in port at Homeplate this week, they were joined by many of the command staff members from the Dauntless, 

Besiege, Corsair, and Bellerophon.  The admiral permitted the party but, at her request, on the condition that no one 

wore dress uniform.  Some attendees wore their standard-duty or off-duty uniforms, while others dressed in civilian 

clothing with combadges on their shirts for the occasion. 



 Admiral Raiajh was one of those who had chosen to wear civilian clothing, which did not surprise those 

that knew her.  When she was off-duty she preferred not wearing her uniform, and she disliked wearing Starfleet’s 

current dress uniform anyway.  Instead, she wore her dark hair loose, cascading down her back to the curve of the 

small of her back, and a dress in a shade of blue that bordered on gray.  Dr. Xaran wore a plain white button-down 

shirt with a pair of pants in a color similar to his wife’s dress.  The pair was holding hands while talking to a few 

friends from their days aboard the Arcturus, including commander of the Fifth Fleet Vice Admiral Penji Fil.  Music 

played softly in the background, but it was drowned out by the din of multiple conversations throughout the room. 

 The base’s bell rang 2000 hours, signaling shift change on the base.  Somewhere in the Lounge several 

people tapped on drink glasses in unison.  The sound of the peals on the multiple glasses quieted everyone in the 

room.  Dr. Xaran took both of his wife’s hands in his own and faced her, speaking loud enough for all gathered to 

hear. 

 “Imzadi, these past twenty years, you’ve given me more than I could ever have hoped for.  You’ve blessed 

me with your love and our children.  Every day I thank the Four Deities for all I have been blessed with and for 

bringing you into my life.  Today, on the 20
th

 anniversary of the day we married, I’m asking you tonight, in front of 

our family and friends, to marry me again.” 

 Raiajh looked at her husband.  He saw that she was trying to fight back tears.  Smiling at him, she finally 

replied, “I will!” 

 Xaran wrapped his arms under Raiajh’s arms and hair and around her waist, lifting her off the deck in a 

hug, causing her to wrap her arms around his neck.  He gave her a gentle kiss, which became more intimate as she 

ran her fingers up from his neck and through his hair.  For a few moments they allowed themselves this public 

display of affection. 

 A moment later, with her feet again firmly on the deck and everyone applauding wildly, Xaran took his 

wife’s hand as they walked over to Vice Admiral Penji Fil.  Twenty years earlier, Fil was the only person besides the 

happy couple who was at their original ceremony shortly after the Arcturus had emerged in the 24
th

 century, an 

honor he earned because he had walked up to them that night in Las Vegas on Earth and asked what they were doing 

there. 

 Dr. Xaran asked, “Admiral Fil, twenty years ago today, you were the only member of the crew that 

witnessed Val and I get married.  Would you be willing to perform the ceremony for us, tonight, this time in front of 

our friends and family?” 

 Fil thought about the request for a moment.  Twenty years earlier, as a junior-grade Lieutenant, he got to 

witness their marriage vows because he happened to notice them getting off the tram in Las Vegas.  Instead of 

following them covertly, he went up and asked what they were doing in Las Vegas and was invited to tag along with 

them for a while.  As a result, he got to witness the moment that brought them to this day. 

 A smile spread on the Catullan admiral’s face and began with the words, “Since the days of the first 

wooden vessels…” 

 

* * * 

 

Stardate 64697.7  

  

 Admiral Raiajh had made her way to the main infirmary, as she was having some minor stomach 

discomfort the past few days.  After being checked over by Dr. T’Pania, it was determined that Raiajh was again 

drinking a bit too much raktajino and T’Pania gave her something to quell her stomach pains along with an order to 

drink less of the Klingon beverage. 

 As soon as T’Pania left the exam room, Pearson was carried into the infirmary by Harkonnen, the executive 

officer looking rather pale.  She was doing her best trying not to give back the contents of her stomach.  

Unfortunately, she failed and heaved into a small pail she was carrying with her. 

 “We need a doctor!” Harkonnen called out, prompting the base’s chief medical officer to emerge from his 

office. 

 “Sylvan, I’m not feeling too well,” Pearson said as Harkonnen placed her on the nearest exam bed. 

 “I can see that,” Dr. Xaran said as he pulled out a tricorder and started scanning.  “What’s wrong?” 

 “Nausea, dizziness, headache… kind of like I have the flu or something,” Pearson replied with a weak 

voice. 

 Dr. Xaran finished scanning Pearson with the tricorder.  “It’s definitely something,” he said, looking at 

Harkonnen with a big smile.  The strategic operations officer’s eyes grew wide at Xaran’s reaction and Raiajh heard 

him mutter something under his breath in Russian. 



 “Are you going to tell me what I’m sick from?” Pearson asked, sounding annoyed. 

 “You’re not sick,” Xaran replied.  “You’re eight weeks pregnant!” 

 “Please don’t joke with my like that, Sylvan.” 

 “I’m not joking, Cathryn.  Here, see for yourself.”  Xaran showed her the tricorder screen, which showed 

an image of what looked like a small human fetus.  Looking at it closer, she noticed a second area that looked 

identical to the first.  Handing it back to Xaran she asked, “If this is the baby, then what’s this?” 

 Xaran looked at the scan and said, “I think you better lie down.  I need to do a more thorough scan.” 

 “Gee, thanks for getting my hopes up.” 

 “You’re definitely pregnant,” he assured Pearson.  “I just need to see how pregnant you are, or more 

accurately; how many babies you’re going to have.” 

 Harkonnen looked at the doctor and said, “You mean, there’s more than one?” 

 “Let’s just check and see,” Xaran replied.  Pearson lay back down and Xaran performed a more thorough 

examination with the tricorder.  Tying into the larger diagnostic panel on the wall, he determined there were two 

distinct embryos.  Looking up at both Pearson and Harkonnen, he said, “Looks like we have twins here.”  The 

doctor then helped Pearson to sit up and added, “If you want, I can give you something for the nausea.” 

 Pearson looked at him and said, “No.  I’ll deal with the nausea.” 

 “That’s your choice,” he replied.  He understood where her reluctance originated, so he did not push the 

matter.  “But if the nausea continues to be this bad for more than a few days, or gets worse, I want you to reconsider.  

If you are worried, you can try talking with Dr. Ves from the Pariah.  She’ll be here tomorrow and she has a more 

holistic approach to medicine; especially when dealing with pregnancy.  But she might have some ideas you may not 

agree with.” 

 Pearson nodded.  “I may do that.  I’m not too happy with the nausea and vomiting, but I don’t want a hypo 

full of chemicals either.” 

 “I know.  It’s why I suggested you see Dr. Ves,” Xaran said.  “And I want to see you back here again in a 

month – sooner if there are any problems.  But first and foremost, I want to say congratulations to both of you.” 

 Dr. Xaran released Pearson from the infirmary, musing to himself that things were probably going to get 

interesting aboard the station in the next few months. 

 

To Be Continued… 


